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People from all over the world come to here to explore its real beauty of India. India is filled with a
number of amazing attractions, charming natural beauty and spectacular architectural attractions,
which can be visited with the help of golden triangle tour. India is dotted with significant popularity as
a place 'worth seeing. With the help of this tour package, you can visit three major destinations of
India that are Delhi, Agra and Jaipur. This tri-city tour is famous as Golden Triangle Tour.

A visit to these three destinations will take you during the Golden period which India is gifted with
witness in the past, thatâ€™s why this is known as 'Golden Triangle'. This tour package will start from
Delhi, which is the capital of India, and dotted with a number of amazing attractions such as India
Gate, Red Fort, Quitab Minar and so on.  Delhi is the city with history in its self-possessing enriched
architectural beauty and monuments. The wonderful destination o Delhi is the pleasant place to
explore & the overall trip can be luxuriant & frolic experience in itself. After visiting Delhi, the next
target of golden triangle tour is Agra.

If you have desire to explore the wonderful monument of India â€œTaj Mahalâ€•, you can see the real
beauty of this monument through golden triangle tour. Agra is the host city of India, which is dotted
with seven wonders of the world â€œTaj Mahal as well a number of other attractive attractions. This
amazing monument is located on the bank of the Yamuna River. It is one of the Seven Wonders of
the World, which was constructed by the great Mughal emperor Shah Jahan in the memory of his
beloved wife Mumtaz Mahal. Its beauty is incomparable and is situated on a raised platform on the
southern end of four-quarter garden. Here tourists can explore a number of gorgeous attractions of
Agra such as Agra Fort, Id-mat-ud-daulah, Sikandra, Fatehpur sikri and so forth. After exploring
these two cities you can get a great chance to visit Jaipur.

Jaipur is one of the most sought after cities of Rajasthan, which is the capital of Rajasthan and
known as the pink city. This land is known for their bravery & self-respect. With thehelp of golden
triangle tour packages, you can explore a number of attractions of this amazing city such as Hawa
Mahal, Jantar mantar, and Amber Fort, Jaigarh Fort, Jal Mahal, Birla Temple, & colour full bazaars
and so on.
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